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D
ue to the increasing demand for
personal and portable electronics
applicable to future wearable and

bioimplantable systems, it has become
increasingly more important to fabricate
stretchable and curvilinear electronic de-
vices instead of conventional rigid devices.
Since the clothes we wear and the human
body, including the skin and organs, have
nonflat surfaces, the contact between them
and the conventional rigid and flat elec-
tronic devices is nonconformal, limiting the
performance and efficiency to be directly
applied to wearable and implantable sys-
tems. Recently, many researchers have re-
ported on the fabrication of various types
of stretchable devices such as stretchable
logic devices,1�3 organic4/inorganic5,6 LEDs,
photodetectors,7�11 and bioimplantable
devices.12�16 A strain-compensated struc-
ture is used in these devices for stable
operation over the deformation such as
stretching, contracting, or twisting. How-
ever, operation of most of the stretch-
able devices required the use of external
power connected via physical wiring since
no energy storage device was embedded.
Therefore, it is necessary to have stretch-
able energy storage devices integrated

into the stretchable electronic devices for
their application to wearable or bioim-
planted systems without an external power
supply.
Recently, extensive reports have been pre-

sented on the fabrication of flexible and
stretchable powering systems on paper or
elastomers includingphotovoltaics,17RFpower
transmission,18 secondary batteries,18�22 and
supercapacitors.22�30 Among these, super-
capacitors have many advantages such as
high power density, safety, long durability,
and relatively simple design. However, up to
now, the elastic deformation of the stretchable
supercapacitors fabricated has depended on
the prestrain applied to the substrate prior
to the fabrication of the supercapacitors
and on the stretchability of the component
materials.28 It is therefore difficult to integrate
the supercapacitors into a stretchable elec-
tronic circuit. So, two-dimensional (2D) planar
micro-supercapacitors would be a possible
solution for integration into stretchable elec-
tronic circuits since they are relatively easy
to design and pattern with micrometer-sized
channel length. Furthermore, a 2D planar
structure would reduce the ionic diffusion
pathway, thusproducing ahighpowerdensity
of micro-supercapacitors.29
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ABSTRACT We fabricated a stretchable micro-supercapacitor

array with planar SWCNT electrodes and an ionic liquid-based

triblock copolymer electrolyte. The mechanical stability of the entire

supercapacitor array upon stretching was obtained by adopting

strategic design concepts. First, the narrow and long serpentine

metallic interconnections were encapsulated with polyimide thin

film to ensure that they were within the mechanical neutral plane.

Second, an array of two-dimensional planar micro-supercapacitor with SWCNT electrodes and an ion-gel-type electrolyte was made to achieve all-solid-

state energy storage devices. The formed micro-supercapacitor array showed excellent performances which were stable over stretching up to 30% without

any noticeable degradation. This work shows the strong potential of a stretchable micro-supercapacitor array in applications such as wearable computers,

power dressing, electronic newspapers, paper-like mobile phones, and other easily collapsible gadgets.
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Here, we report the fabrication of a stretchablemicro-
supercapacitor array based on all-solid-state materials.
To achieve the mechanical stability over deformation,
we adopted two strategic design concepts of long
andnarrow serpentine interconnections in amechanical
neutral plane and a planar micro-supercapacitor array.
In particular, a 2D planar supercapacitor array was
fabricated by patterning of spray-coated SWCNTs as
electrodes and by using an ionic-liquid-based triblock
copolymer electrolyte. The micro-supercapacitior array
showed a capacitance of ∼100 μF at a scan rate of
0.5 V/s. Device performance was stable over stretching
up to 30%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 schematically shows the fabrication process
of a stretchable micro-supercapacitor array on an
elastomeric PDMS substrate as follows: spin-coating
of 400 nm thick polyimide film on SiO2/Si substrate,
deposition of patterned electrodes and interconnec-
tions of Ti/Au (5 nm/50 nm) by e-beam evaporation,
spray-coating of SWCNT electrodes, spin-coating of
400 nm thick PI film, detachment of entire structure
via tape transfer method and subsequent attachment
to PDMS substrate, drop-casting of ion-gel electrolyte,
and final encapsulation with 0.5 mm thick PDMS film.
A detailed description of the fabrication is given in the
Methods section. Metallic interconnections of Ti/Au
were designed to be narrow and in a long serpentine
shape for better deformational stability and encapsu-
lated by thin PI film to ensure they are within the
mechanical neutral plane.8

The cross-sectional drawing given in the bottom of
Figure 1 clearly shows the fabricated planar micro-
supercapacitor. As marked by the two arrows, the
charge�discharge mechanism is quite simple in such
a planar supercapacitor.29,30 When a DC bias is applied
across the electrodes of the supercapacitor, positively
charged ions in the electrolyte move toward the
negatively biased electrode and are adsorbed to form
an electric double layer while the negatively charged
ions move and are adsorbed on the positively charged
electrode. In this planar structure without a polymer
separator between electrodes, both ions in the ion-gel
electrolyte move without resistance. Discharging pro-
ceeds by releasing electrons upon connection of the
supercapacitor to a resistor.29 Use of the 2D planar
supercapacitor can have advantages. First, the electro-
des can be patterned easily so as to be integrated on
one chip by using a photolithography process. Second,
the traveling distance of the ions in the electrolyte, a
major factor to influence the performance in super-
capacitors, can be well-controlled and shortened via

eliminating the necessity of a separator and controlling
the length between electrodes.29

As shown in Figure 2a, a 3 � 3 supercapacitor array
connected with serpentine interconnections and six
measuring electrodes was fabricated on a SiO2/Si sub-
strate. The 3� 3 supercapacitor array was designed to
be in parallel connection to produce total capacitance
9 times that of each supercapacitor (Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S1). The complete device was trans-
ferred onto a PDMS substrate via the tape transfer
method, a key step for the fabrication of a stretchable

Figure 1. Schematics of fabricating a stretchable micro-supercapacitor array on a PDMS substrate (top) and a cross-sectional
view of a micro-supercapacitor (bottom).
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supercapacitor array (inset of Figure 2a). Using the
tape transfer method, neither the sacrificial layer nor
chemical etching was carried out, which can be detri-
mental to the device performance.3 Instead, the differ-
ence in the interfacial force between the PI film and
SiO2/Si substrate and that between PI film and the tape
were used for the transfer process; the latter was larger
than the former. Moreover, the PI film had sufficient
robustness to prevent being torn when the entire film
is detached from the SiO2/Si substrate using the tape.
As a result, the entire device array, including the
electrodes, could be successfully transferred onto an
elastomeric PDMS substrate.
Figure 2b shows the FESEM image of SWCNTs on a

current-collecting electrode. The spray-coated SWCNT
bundles with a pore diameter distribution of 10�100 nm
are randomly deposited and entangled on a Ti/Au
current collector. An optical microscope image of a
stretchable supercapacitor with serpentine interconnec-
tions taken after being transferred onto a PDMS sub-
strate and subsequent reactive ion etching (RIE) is shown
in Figure 2c. Since the largest strain is applied to the
joint between the SWCNT electrode and the intercon-
nection upon stretching of the entire device, the round-
ing of the interconnection at the joints was designed
as shown in the image.31 The final stretchable super-
capacitor array based on SWCNT electrode/ion-gel elec-
trolyte, [EMIM][NTf2], is shown in Figure 2d. Owing to the
immiscibility of different repeating units of the block
copolymer (i.e., PS and PMMA), segregated nanostruc-
tures can be formed in the ion-gel electrolyte via a
self-assembly process.32�34 Here, the ionic liquid of the

imidazolium family was selected due to its high capaci-
tance and fast polarization response.33,35,36 The ionic
liquids separated into cation ([EMIM]þ) and anion
([NTf2]

�) can be held in the nanoscale space surrounded
by PMMA blocks, which are miscible with ionic liquids,
whereas the PS blocks are not.32�34

Figure 3a shows the CV curves obtained from the
3 � 3 array of micro-supercapacitors. The CV curves of
the supercapacitor were found to be rectangular in
shape at scan rates between 0.5 and 4 V/s, indicating
a highly stable performance of the fabricated micro-
supercapacitors under a high potential of 3 V. In each
planar micro-supercapacitor, two SWCNT electrodes of
0.5 mm � 1.5 mm are separated by 150 μm. The total
mass of the SWCNT electrodes in the 3 � 3 super-
capacitor array was calculated using the ratio of elec-
trode area and the total area of the supercapacitor.
The total deposited and electrode areas were 9 mm �
15 mm (135 mm2) and 13.5 mm2, respectively. In this
work, the total amount of SWCNTs deposited onto the
electrodes was estimated to be 2 μg. Capacitance of
the supercapacitor was approximately 100 μF. Specific
electrode capacitances (Csp) were 55.3 and 34.2 F/g at
scan rates of 0.5 and 4 V/s, respectively. The Csp was
calculated using the equation of Csp = (2� H

IdV)/(M�
ΔV� S), where I is the measured current, M is the CNT
mass of total electrode, ΔV is the operation voltage
window, and S is scan rate.25

Figure 3b shows the charge�discharge curves at a
constant current density of 25A/g, and thesewere close
to a triangular shape, confirming the high Coulombic
efficiency, excellent reversibility, and good charge

Figure 2. (a) Photographof a stretchable 2Dplanarmicro-supercapacitor array on a PDMS substratewithout electrolyte. Inset
image shows the tape-transferred micro-supercapacitor array. (b) SEM image of the SWCNT-COOH bundles on the Ti/Au
current collector electrode. (c) Magnified optical microscope image of an individual micro-supercapacitor with serpentine
interconnections. (d) Photograph of the 2D planar stretchable all-solid-state supercapacitors with ion-gel electrolyte.
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propagation across the two electrodes. Nyquist plots
consistently exhibited excellent capacitive behavior,
as indicated by the near vertical line over the low-
frequency ranges (Figure 3c). A knee frequency of
14.78 Hz was observed, which is the maximum fre-
quency at which capacitive behavior is dominant
(inset of Figure 3c). Equivalent series resistance (ESR)
estimated from the intercept of the curve on the x-axis
was about 520Ω at 75 kHz. Here, it is noted that a rapid
frequency response of the stretchable supercapacitor
was confirmed by a short relaxation time constant (τ0);
τ0 is the reciprocal of the frequency (fo) at the peak
in the normalized capacitance (C0 0) versus frequency
plot (Figure 3d); τ0 is the transition point of the electro-
chemical capacitor from capacitive to resistive behavior
and corresponds to the point of maximum energy
dissipation. Thus, the short relaxation time indicates
the rapid frequency response of the supercapacitor.
In this work, τ0 is estimated to be 0.162 s.27,37

Device performance was measured while stretching
the entire device up to 30%. Figure 4a shows photo-
graphs of the supercapacitor array taken before and
after stretching (top) and the CV curves (bottom). No
noticeable damage or defects were observed in the
entire device, including the operating SWCNT electro-
des and interconnections after stretching by 30%.
Photographs taken continuously while stretching
from 0 to 30% are shown in Figure S2. Furthermore,
the serpentine interconnections were stretched and
deformed smoothly. CV curves were obtained with
variation of the extent of stretching in two different
ways: measurements with increasing (top indicated by

1) and decreasing (bottom indicated by2) the strain
as shown in Figure 4a. Upon increasing the strain from
0 to 30%, CV curves obtained at a scan rate of 0.5 V/s
seem to show a slight decrease (1). A slight decrease
of capacitance also seems to be shown with a subse-
quent decrease of strain from 30 to 0% (2). Since both
processes 1 and 2 showed the slight decrease of
the capacitance, we consider that such degradation
was not simply due to mechanical deformation. There
might be two possible causes of such degradation
of stretchable supercapacitors: (1) deterioration of
chemical properties of the supercapacitor and (2)
deterioration of mechanical properties due to strain
upon stretching.
It was reported that [EMIM][NTf2] ionic liquid used

for making ion-gel electrolyte in this experiment
showed the decrease in the mobility by adsorption of
water molecules in air.38 Therefore, experiment using
ionic liquid should be performed in vacuumor ambient
N2 to maintain the intrinsic capacitor performance.
However, for the practical application of stretchable
supercapacitors in ambient air, we encapsulated
the whole device arrays with PDMS film to obtain the
stretchability. PDMS, which has high water permeabil-
ity, is not the best candidate for passivating the ionic-
gel electrolyte from water adsorption but is almost
best for the stretchable devices.39 So, we consider
there might be a slight degradation of the capacitance
due to poor passivation by PDMS encapsulation, not
protecting the deterioration of ionic-gel electrolyte
under humid environment. For the practical applica-
tion of stretchable supercapacitors in ambient air,

Figure 3. (a) CV curve, (b) galvanostatic charge�discharge curves, and (c) Nyquist plot of a spray-coated SWCNT-COOH
electrode in an ion-gel electrolyte. A knee frequency of 14.78 Hz is indicated in the inset. (d) Normalized C00 versus frequency.
The extremely low τ0 value of 0.162 s was extracted.
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other materials with better water-passivating proper-
ties and stretchability should be developed.
However, we cannot exclude the possible degrada-

tion of the supercapacitor upon repeated stretching
and releasing the whole devices since the contact
between themicro-supercapacitor and the Ti/Au inter-
connection would be deteriorated. Even though we
successfully showed the mechanical stability of SnO2

NW FETs upon stretching up to 30% with the similar
design in our previous work,40 the present design
might not be optimized for the stretchable super-
capacitor arrays; (1) the size of the active device,
micro-supercapacitor, is ∼150 times larger than the
SnO2 NW FET, so that larger strain is expected at the
contact area; (2) since the ion-gel electrolyte-covered
supercapacitor array was encapsulated with relatively
thick PDMS film, larger strain is expected on the whole

devices upon stretching compared to the air-exposed
SnO2 NW FETs. Since this work is the first approach to
fabricate the stretchable supercapacitor arrays which
can be integrated onto one-chip devices, there re-
mains further improvement. In addition, excellent
characteristics of our supercapacitor array are shown
in a Ragone plot (Figure 4b). Curves taken from the
supercapacitor array upon application of strain be-
tween 0 and 30% do not show a noticeable difference.
The specific energy (Ecell) and power (Pcell) densities of
a cell were estimated from the galvanostatic charge�
discharge curves using the relationships of Ccell =
I/(M � dV/dt), Ecell = 0.5 � Ccell � V2, and Pcell =
Ecell/Δt, where I is the applied current, and V and
t are potential and time after IR drop, respectively.
The maximum Ecell at a current density of 5 A/g was
20.7 Wh/kg at Pcell of 7.4 kW/kg. The maximum Pcell

Figure 4. (a) Photographs of the entire device of the 3� 3micro-supercapacitor array before (top left) and after applicationof
strain of 30% (top right). CV curves of 1 were obtained while increasing the strain from 0 to 30%, and those of 2 were
obtainedwhile decreasing the strain from 30 to 0%. (b) Ragone plots (power density vs energy density) were taken at various
scan rates from 5 to 50 A/g under strain application from 0 to 30%. (c) Variation of galvanostatic charge/discharge curves at 5
A/g upon 10 times repetition of 30% stretching.

Figure 5. Photographs showing the charging state at 3 V (left) and discharging state lighting μ-LEDs under bent (center) and
30% stretched state (right).
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value at a current density of 50 A/g was 70.5 kW/kg at
Ecell value of 11.5 Wh/kg. Furthermore, the charge�
discharge performance of the stretchable super-
capacitor at a current density of 5 A/g was not nearly
deteriorated even after 10 times repeated stretching
by 30%, as shown in Figure 4c. These results confirm
the mechanical stability of our stretchable micro-
supercapacitor array.
The charge�discharge properties of the stretchable

supercapacitor array are demonstrated by lighting
a micro-light-emitting diode (μ-LED). The fabricated
supercapacitor array was simply charged by a serially
connected alkaline battery (3 V) for 60 s (Figure 5, left).
After charging, the supercapacitor array was con-
nected with a μ-LED. Both the orange and red colored
μ-LEDs were lit at bent (bending radius = 2.5 cm,
middle) and stretched (strain = 30%, right) states,
respectively. No visible damage or defects in all the
devices were observed. This also confirms the wide

application of stretchable micro-supercapacitors in
various future flexible and stretchable electronics.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we report on the fabrication of an all-solid-
state stretchable supercapacitor array with high mechan-
ical strength and good electrochemical performance un-
der maximum strain of 30%. To ensure the mechanical
stability upon deformation, we adopted two strategic
design concepts of long and narrow serpentine intercon-
nections in the mechanical neutral plane and the 2D
planar micro-supercapacitor array. The supercapacitor
composed of 2D planar SWCNT electrodes and ion-gel
electrolyte showed excellent device performance, which
was not deteriorated upon strain up to 30%. This solid-
based stretchable supercapacitor demonstrates a high
potential as an energy storage device for wearable com-
puters, power dressing, electronic newspapers, paper-like
mobile phones, and other easily collapsible gadgets.

METHODS
Preparation of Carboxylic-Acid-Functionalized SWCNT Solution for Spray-

Coating. The SWCNTs (Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc.) were
functionalized by treatment with conventional acid. For acid
treatment, 10 mg of SWCNTs was mixed with 30 mL of sulfuric
acid (H2SO4, Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), and the solution was
stirred for 30 min. To form the carboxylic-acid-functionalized
SWCNT (SWCNT-COOH) film, the solution was vacuum filtered
using a polymer membrane filter (polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), pore size 0.5 μm, ADVANTEC MFS, Inc.). Five milliliters
of SWCNT-COOH solution was poured into deionized water (DI
water) on the membrane filter. The DI water was then continu-
ously poured onto the SWCNT-COOH film during a filtration
process to wash the SWCNT-COOH film. Subsequently, the
SWCNT-COOH film on the membrane filter was dried in an oven
at 70 �C for 2 h. The dried SWCNT-COOH film was dispersed in
500 mL of DI water with sonication for 1 h.

Fabrication of All-Solid-State Stretchable Supercapacitor Array. In
order to obtain the uniformly coated PI film without delamina-
tion, we used diluted polyimide solution (polyamic acid solution
(Aldrich)/PI thinner (1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone/aromatic hydro-
carbon solvents, Aldrich) = 4:1 by wt) that was mixed for 2 h by
using Vortex Genie-2 (Scientific Industries, Inc.) and remained
for 24 h to remove the bubble in diluted PI solution. Diluted
polyimide solution was spin-coated onto the SiO2/Si substrate
in a two-step scheme at 500 rpm for 10 s and 4000 rpm for 60 s.
After annealing the PI-coated substrate at 95 �C for 3 min and at
150 �C for 10 min in air, it was cured at 250 �C for 2 h under Ar.
The uniformity of the 400 nm thick PI film was confirmed by
taking the AFM images as shown in Figure S3. In particular, we
do not apply severe mechanical disturbance such as ultrasoni-
cation since the spin-coated PI film was delaminated when we
used ultrasonication for lift-off during the photolithography
process. Instead, we used lift-off resist (LOR), which assisted the
lift-off process by forming the undercut. The image of the
undercut photoresist is shown in Figure S4. In addition, removal
of the residual surface contaminants on the device substrate
such as dust was done by a gentle blowing with N2 gas.

To form the current collector, measurement pad, and inter-
connections, a photoresist film pattern was fabricated on the
first PI film-coated substrate via a photolithography process.
Here, two layers of photoresist film were deposited by spin-
coating. The first photoresist, lift-off resist (K1 solution), was
spin-coated in a two-step scheme at 500 rpm for 10 s and
2000 rpm for 30 s and then annealed at 170 �C for 1 min.

The second photoresist (AZ5214, Microchemicals) was coated
under the same condition used for LOR and then annealed at
110 �C for 1 min.

After e-beamevaporation of Ti (5 nm)/Au (50 nm) electrodes
for a current collector, the diluted PI solution was spin-coated
onto the substrate again to form a neutral mechanical plane for
Ti/Au. Subsequently, the current-collecting electrode and mea-
sured electrode were opened via photolithography and RIE for
5 min (150 W DC power, 45 mTorr pressure, and 20 sccm O2

flow). Then, functionalized SWCNT-COOH solution was spray-
coated on the patterned current-collecting electrodes. During
the spray-coating, the substratewas heated at 90 �C for evapora-
tion of water. The weight of the deposited SWCNT-COOH
electrodes was measured using a microbalance (OHAUS,
Adventurer). During this process, we used the photolithography
for patterned deposition of SWCNT bundles on the metal
electrode (current collector parts) by spray-coating. As shown
in the schematic illustration of Figure S4, SWCNTs were spray-
coated on the patterned Ti/Au electrode where the LOR was
used on top of the second PI film to form the undercut for easier
lift-off after the SWCNT coating. After fabrication of the SWCNT-
COOH electrodes, the photoresist was removed with acetone
by a gentle lift-off process, and then the LOR was removed
with developer (AZ300, Microchemicals) for 10 s (Figure S4).
As a result, SWCNT patterns with clean edges which were not
connected with each other could be obtained, as shown in the
optical microscope images of Figure S4.

An opening pattern for removing the PI film was then made
using photolithography with alignment. The prepared super-
capacitor electrode pattern array on the SiO2/Si substrate with
the opening pattern was transferred onto the square-shaped
PDMS substrate. The transfer was as follows: 5 cm long com-
mercial plastic tape (3M) was prepared, and both ends (1 cm)
were folded over to grab properly without tape adhesive. The
center part of the tape, which has the same size as the active
area of the supercapacitor array, was removed by blazer. After
attaching the tape on the edge of the device not on the active
area, it was gently detached from the SiO2 substrate since the
adhesion between the tape and the device layer is stronger
than that between the device layer and SiO2 substrate.

40 Double
layer of PI film used here was sturdy enough to detach the
whole film with device arrays, even though there was no tape in
the center area. Detached device layers with tape were placed
on the PDMS substrate. After etching of residual PI area using
oxygenplasmaetching (150WDCpower, 45mTorr, and20 sccm
O2 flow), the tape attached on the edges was removed only.
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Active area of the device array remained on the PDMS substrate
since there was no connection between the tape and device
arrays. This tape transfer method was performed at room
temperature in a dry environment without any chemicals. The
transferred sample was rinsed carefully with acetone to remove
the residual photoresist.

The ionic-liquid-based solid (gel) electrolyte was formed
by adding 524 mg of the triblock copolymer (poly(styrene
(PS)-block-methyl methacrylate (PMMA)-block-styrene, Polymer
Source Inc., 10 wt %) in 3mL of [EMIM][NTf2](C-TRI). The number
average molecular weights of each polymer were Mn(PS) =
5.8 kg/mol and Mn(PMMA) = 118 kg/mol. The mixture was
dissolved in 20 mL of acetonitrile and magnetically stirred
for 12 h in a nitrogen atmosphere using a Schlenk line. The
acetonitrile was removed at 130 �C for 24 h using a vacuum
line.25 Ten microliters of solid electrolyte was drop-coated onto
the top surface between the SWCNT electrodes of the individual
micro-supercapacitor using a syringe. For encapsulation of
the supercapacitor, the entire device was coated with PDMS
solution and then cured at 70 �C for 1 h. To avoid the mixing of
ion-gel with PDMS, cured thin PDMS (solid state and thickness
∼500 nm) film was attached on the whole device array, and
then the gel state PDMS was poured next.

Characterization of All-Solid-State Stretchable Supercapacitor. Exter-
nal strain was applied to the entire supercapacitor array
using a homemade stretching stage. Under strain application
between 0 and 30%, measurements of cyclic voltammetry,
galvanostatic charge�discharge curve, and Nyquist plot were
performed using an electrochemical analyzer (Ivium Techno-
logies, Compact Stat). FESEM (S-4800, Hitachi) and photo-
graphic (Galaxy S III (Samsung) and Eos 7D (Canon)) and optical
microscope (BX41M, Olympus) images were recorded. The
charge�discharge performance of the micro-supercapacitor
array was measured by connecting μ-LEDs. The specs of the
μ-LEDs (ROHM comp. China) were 2.0 V, 20 mA, and 100 mcd
(orange light) and 2.0 V, 20 mA, and 85 mcd (red light),
respectively.
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